
POTATO POWERED LIGHT BULB ESSAY

Check out our essay example on Potato Powered Light BUlb to start writing!.

The copper terminal is positive whereas the zinc is negative. Get Essay 4 Now take the wire attached to the
penny in the potato that also contains the nail or screw, and wrap it around the second nail or screw. Thus, the
voltage of our circuit would increase. For example, if one potato produces 1 volt, two potatoes produce 2
volts. After they finish, have them compare answers with a peer or another pair, giving all students time to
finish. Cut another 6-inch strip of wire. Stick the copper side into one piece of potato and the nail into the
other. Using Different Potato Varieties Now that the kids know how potatoes can make electricity, repeat the
experiment using different varieties. It is surrounded on three sides by the Hudson River. However, these
contents do not necessarily represent the policies of the Department of Education or National Science
Foundation, and you should not assume endorsement by the federal government. This means that electrical
energy or charge is produced or stored somewhere voltage and has a path for the charge to flow or current.
The voltage of each piece of potato is added up. Solar energy lacks the need for waste disposal, as it does not
produce any harmful by products, or emit dangerous. Commercial batteries, apart from their normal
electrolyte, contain chemicals with an affinity for hydrogen, which combine with the hydrogen before it can
polarize the electrodes. Zinc is an active metal, which reacts readily with acid to liberate electrons. Good
design, technology and electronics resources. When the force of repulsion between electrons and the force of
attraction of electrons to the copper become equalized, the flow of electrons stops. This process will produce
less than 1. Remove the wire from the zinc nail in the first potato and wrap it around the zinc nail in the
second potato. Last modified: June 14,  Troubleshooting Tips If the LED clock, light or small light bulbs do
not work, check the setup of the potato battery. Many fruits and vegetables work, such as lemons, limes,
apples and carrots. Have students experiment to figure out how to connect two potatoes together. Make sure
the two different metals do not touch each other in the potato see Figure 1.


